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Level 2 Biology, 2016
91156  Demonstrate understanding of life processes 

at the cellular level

9.30 a.m. Friday 18 November 2016 
Credits: Four

Achievement Achievement with Merit Achievement with Excellence
Demonstrate understanding of life 
processes at the cellular level.

Demonstrate in-depth understanding of 
life processes at the cellular level.

Demonstrate comprehensive 
understanding of life processes at the 
cellular level.

Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the same as the number at the 
top of this page.

You should attempt ALL the questions in this booklet.

If you need more space for any answer, use the page(s) provided at the back of this booklet and clearly 
number the question.

Check that this booklet has pages 2 – 11 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.

YOU MUST HAND THIS BOOKLET TO THE SUPERVISOR AT THE END OF THE EXAMINATION.
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No part of the candidate evidence in this exemplar material 
may be presented in an external assessment for the purpose 

of gaining credits towards an NCEA qualification.
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Annotated Exemplar Template 

Excellence exemplar 2016 

Subject: Biology Standard: AS91156 Total score: 22 

Q Grade
score Annotation 

1 M6 

1a  All six labels are correctly positioned on the diagram. 

NB:  Nucleotide label impossible to position as there is insufficient detail in the 
diagram so any reasonable attempt was marked correct and only 5 labels 
were required to be correct for N2. Also the diagram was virtually the same as 
the one in the Biozone Workbook but the labels were contradictory. Markers 
accepted either contradictory option. Either top part of diagram – Parent 
Strand and bottom “forks” – daughter strand   Or  complete strand – Parent 
strand and broken strand – daughter strand.   

!b  Idea of Identical DNA produced ( the word ‘copy’ was assumed to mean 
identical. – A point 

1b  Idea that the resulting new cell was able to perform the same function as 
its DNA was the same as that of the parent cell  - M point 

1c  Discussion of enzyme function in the role of DNA replication and three 
factors impacting on that function. Factors could be any three of Temperature, 
pH, Inhibitors, Concentration of Enzyme or Concentration of Substrate. 

In this example three factors were discussed with reference to Collision 
Theory and enzyme function but to gain an E grade the student needed to link 
their discussion to the context and recognise that the overall performance of 
an enzyme is the combined effect of all factors. 

2 E8 

2a  Student mentions spindle and that chromosomes line up on it – N2 

2b   Purpose of Mitosis correctly identified as Growth and repair of damaged 
cells. To gain the ‘M’ grade here the student needed to include the idea that 
cell division increased the SA:V ratio so improving the efficiency of diffusion. 
Very few students included this point. 

2c  This student very adequately discusses the movement of materials in a 
cell, the efficiency of this movement and how it links to the process of 
diffusion.  

3 E8 

This student correctly writes a word equation for both Aerobic Respiration and 
Photosynthesis. (the absence of ATP in the respiration word equation is 
compensated for in the symbol equation that was not required.) 

The student went on to discuss both processes and at least two similarities 
and differences between them. 




